Computations of transitive closure and reduction ofdirected acyclic graphs are mainly considered in this paper. Classes of directed acyclic graphs for which such problems can be solved in linear time complexity (in accordance with the number of arcs) are proposed, namely: generalized N-free graphs, graphs such that the external or internal degree of any vertex is bounded in the transitive reduction, and bounded decomposition width orders, strongly W-free orders. For this purpose, we study the worst-case complexity of a nice algorithm. This algorithm is due to Goralcikova and Koubek (1979) and already studied by Mehlhorn (1984) and Simon (1988) . Furthermore, two new classes of orders (generalized N-free and strongly W-free) which seem to have nice computational properties, are proposed and studied.
Introduction
Transitive closure and reduction problems have received some attention in the 1970s [2, 6, 7, 13, 18] . It was shown that an O(n'), with a 2 2, algorithm to compute the transitive closure of an n-node directed graph (digraph), exists if and only if the product of two boolean IZ x n matrices can be computed in O(n'). Aho et al. [l] showed a similar result between the transitive closure and reduction problems.
The best known algorithm for matrix multiplication works in 0(n2.376) and is by Coppersmith and Winograd [S] . Therefore, the search of 'good' (of linear or even quadratic time complexity) algorithms for transitive closure or reduction, working on some particular classes of graphs and orders is still an interesting and fundamental problem, since any progress in this direction would imply better algorithms for matrix multiplication (see, for example, [ 141) .
The particular case of acyclic digraphs is, in fact, the kernel of both problems (transitive reduction and closure) since, for the transitive closure, one can first search in linear time for the strongly connected components and reduce the problem to the same problem on quotient acyclic digraph. For the transitive reduction, one can use Simon's [lS] algorithm to obtain in linear time a transitively reduced graph for each strongly connected component of the original digraph.
Due to the many applications of transitive closure and reduction algorithms, Mehlhorn [lo] and Simon [ 151 studied carefully a nice general-purpose algorithm for transitive closure of acyclic graphs, due to Goralcikova and Koubek [S] . In particular, for orders, many algorithms assume that the input is given either in its transitively closed or transitively reduced form. So, the precomputation time may be more important than the algorithm itself. Thus, it is very interesting to know for which classes of orders efficient algorithms are available. Bordat [4] showed transitive reduction algorithms for gradued and semi-modular acyclic graphs. In this direction, some theoretical progress was recently obtained by Ma and Spinrad [9] for particular classes of orders (namely two-dimensional orders, N-free orders and interval orders) and we present here some partial results in connections with both points of view.
Notations. Let G =(X, E) be an acyclic digraph. We denote by G,, =(X, E,,) and G'C=(X, E"), respectively, the transitive reduction and closure of G. Moreover, throughout this paper, n = 1 X 1, m = 1 E(, m,, = ( Et,1 and mtc = I E'" 1.
The problem we are concerned with is the computation of G,, and G'", respectively, in O(n + m) or O(n + mtc), for an acyclic digraph G. Let us note that all over the text, we call chain a directed path (because of the order terminology), and that, unless otherwise stated, all graphs are acyclic.
In all the figures, the implicit orientation of the arcs is bottom-up. Our purpose is twofold, first we present some algorithms based on the computation of the rank function, by generalizing some of the results of Ma and Spinrad obtained for N-free orders to a wider class of graphs. In Section 3 we study the structures of the worst cases of the Goralcikova and Koubek top-down transitive closure and reduction algorithm.
Algorithms based on the rank function
The rank function can be useful to compute the transitive reduction in linear time (in accordance with the number of arcs). Such a way has been already used in [17] to compute the transitive reduction of series-parallel acyclic digraphs. In this section we introduce a class of graphs (containing the class of N-free orders and, therefore, the series-parallel orders) for which it is possible to compute the transitive reduction in linear time using only the rank function. Definition 2.1. Let pf and p-be, respectively, the rank and antirank functions associated with G (i.e. p+(x) is the maximal length of a chain ending on x and p-(x) is the maximal length of a chain starting on x). Let x be a vertex of G; we define
Let FGi and FG2 be the substructures of Fig. 1 (FGi and FGp are defined relatively to a graph G since there are constraints on the rank and antirank functions).
The following theorem gives a characterization in terms of forbidden configurations of a class of graphs for which transitive reduction can be computed using rank and antirank functions.
Theorem 2.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) VxEX, SucccJx)=p+-inf(x)up--sup(x), (ii) G,, does not contain any substructure isomorphic to FG1 or FG2.
Proof. (i) + (ii):
Assume that G contains one of the two forbidden substructures with the conditions on the ranks; obviously, the vertex y belongs to Succc,,(x) but not to p+-inf(x)up--sup(x).
(ii) a(i): It is obvious that (P+-inf(x)up--sup(x)) c Succc,,(x). Assume that there exists y~Succ~,~(x) such that y$(~+-inf(x)up--sup(x)).
Let us now show that G contains one of the two forbidden substructures.
As y$p+-inf(x), 32, teX such that (t, z, y) is a chain of G,, and p+(t)>p'((x), p+(z)=p+(t)+ 1 =p+(y)-1, and 3y'~Succc,Jx) such that ~+(y')<p+(y).
Since y$p--sup(x), 3y", Z'EX such that (x, y", z') is a chain of G,, and p _ (z') 3 p-(y). Now two cases are possible: -y'=y". (t,x)$!E, since p+(t)>p+(x); (z, y')$E, since p+(y')<p+(y) and p+(z)=p+(y)-1; (y, z')#E, since p-(z')3p-(y). These remarks give us the second forbidden substructure and the conditions on the ranks. ~ y'fy": Proof. The result comes immediately from the fact that rank and antirank functions can be computed in O(n + m) time by a breadth-first search algorithm. Furthermore, using condition (i) of Theorem 2.2, for generalized N-free graphs, transitive reduction can be totally deduced from rank and antirank. Cl Ma and Spinrad [9] proved that the computation of the transitive reduction of an N-free graph (i.e. an acyclic graph which does not contain any subgraph isomorphic to an N in its transitive reduction, as an order such a structure is called N-free order) can be done in O(n + m). Corollary 2.3 also yields this result. Proof. Since the set of vertices {z, y, x, y'} of the two graphs of Fig. 1 is the forbidden structure of a N-free order, the class of N-free orders is contained in the class of generalized N-free graphs, and the result follows. 0 Generalized N-free is a strict generalization of N-free graphs, since it contains all bipartite graphs. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that a linear-time recognition algorithm for N-free graphs is still an open problem, when the input is the graph G itself (not necessarily the transitive reduction). A similar question may be asked for generalized N-free graphs.
Furthermore, orders with a unique maximal element w such that for any element x, all paths from x to w have the same length, can be easily proved to be generalized N-free. (Similarly for the dual condition on a unique minimal element.) In particular, this applies to lattices having Jordan-Dedekind condition.
A top-down algorithm for transitive closure and reduction
In this section we study in an accurate way a natural algorithm computing the transitive closure and reduction of acyclic digraphs.
The transitive closure and reduction algorithm
Definition 3.1. We define an L-ordered representation of an acyclic digraph G = (X, E) according to a linear extension L of G, as a successors list representation of G such that for each vertex the successors are sorted according to L.
We can remark that the computation of an L-ordered representation of an acyclic digraph is no more expensive than the computation of the linear extension L.
Proposition 3.2. An L-ordered representation of an acyclic graph G =(X, E) can be computed in O(lXl+lEl) time.
Proof. Let us suppose that the graph is given by its predecessors list. We just have to build the successors list of each vertex in the following way (that is obviously in linear time):
add ai at the end of the successors list of x. Since L is a linear extension, it is easy to deduce from step (i) that if ai, ajESuCC,(x) then ai is before aj in the successors list of x if and only if i<j. The result follows. 0
By this proposition, we can now use this data structure in the following transitive closure and reduction algorithm.
The following top-down algorithm is a slight modification of the one first proposed by Goralcikova and Koubek [S] , and studied by Mehlhorn [lo] and Simon [ 151, and uses the graph structure to avoid as much as possible dummy calculations.
It builds up from sinks to sources the successors sets in the transitive closure. The tricky point is to transmit successors sets only alongside the arcs of the transitive reduction. In what follows we somehow reconsider the analysis of this algorithm, by trying to characterize the worst cases.
Top-down algorithm. Let G = (X, E) be an acyclic digraph, G,, =(X, E,,) its transitive reduction and G" =(X, Et') its transitive closure. Let L = aI, . . . , a, be a linear extension of G. The next theorem shows that the complexity of the previous algorithm is a linear function of M(G).
Begin

Theorem 3.4. The top-down algorithm computes the transitive closure G'" =(X, E") and the transitiue reduction G,, = (X, E,,) of a graph G = (X, E) in O(n + M(G)).
Proof. (a) Let us start by proving that the algorithm computes the transitive closure G" =(X, PC) and the transitive reduction G,, =(X, E,,) of G. We have to prove that at the end of the algorithm, for each x in X, SQ~(X)= Succc~c(x) and SGJX)=SUCCGJX). The proof of these two facts comes from the following conditions:
(i) VXEX, Succc,,(x) E Succ,(x); (ii) 'Sc (ai) E SG"(ai), is invariant for the While loop; (iii) 'mi';l(t/S) is not marked if and only if it belongs to SucccCr(ai)' is invariant for the While loop; (iv) 'Vj>i, S~lc(Uj)=SUCCG~c(aj), is invariant for the second For loop;
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The first one comes immediately from the definition. The second is easy, since in the While loop, if we add a vertex to Sc,r(Ui), we add it also to SoI'( TO be convinced of condition (iii), we have to remark that for xEmin(L/S(aJ), since L is a linear extension, there is no aj >Lx such that x~Succc~~(a~), and if x is not marked, it is not a successor of an uj with ui cr. ujcLx because, as the condition (iv) is assumed to be true for j>i, all the elements of Succclc(aj) are marked; thus, by definition of S, x~Succo,~(uJ. For condition (iv), since x is greater than ai in L, S,lc(x)= Succ&x) and, so, with the previous conditions, it is clear that at the end of the first For loop, Sctc(U<) = SUCCclc(Ui).
Since the sets S,tC(uj) have not been changed for j> i, the condition is still checked. On the other hand, condition (iii) gives us that Sc,,(Ui) = SuCCc,,(Ui), which achieves the correctness of the algorithm.
(b) Let us now show that the algorithm runs in O(n+M(G)). Using Proposition 3.2, the cost of the preprocessing operation to obtain the L-ordered representation of G is in O(n+m). So, we can assume that the 'Take xEmin(L/S)' operation is in O(1). It is clear that for a vertex y~Sc"(x) the operation 'mark' is in O(1) and, so, for each x in Sc,Jui) the cost is in O(lSccc(x)I); thus, for each Ui, the cost of the While loop is in 0( CXtSGJUi) I %4x) 1). Since the complexity of the last For loop is in 0( 1 SuCCc'~(ai)I), the top-down algorithm works in O(n+m+M(G)). 0
Unless the graph G contains many vertices having degrees 0, O(n+m+M(G))= O(M(G)).
Moreover, the behavior of top-down algorithm is completely characterized by an invariant M(G) of the graph. As we are now going to see, for some classes of acyclic digraphs, some evaluations of M(G) can be given.
Complexity results for the top-down algorithm
First of all, let us express M(G) using the degrees in G,, and G'". The following formula is an immediate reformulation of the original expression. In some cases it is useful to see M(G) in this way. From this expression, it can be immediately noticed that in the case of a chain, M(G)EO(n+m").
In the case of a bipartite G, M(G)=O. Furthermore, M(G) is an invariant of the order associated with the input graph G. Mehlhorn [lo] used a model of random acyclic digraphs G =(X, E), for which ij~ E, with i<j, is present with probability s(n). Moreover, the events ij~E are supposed to be independent. Then Mehlhorn proved that d, (x) = O(&) and, thus, the top-down algorithm runs in 0(n5") for random digraphs. This bound was strengthened up to 0(n2 logn) by Simon [15] . Therefore, it is really useful to study and use this algorithm and also to evaluate M(G) for particular classes of orders.
Proposition 3.6. If G is an acyclic digraph such that the undirected graph associated with G,, has no cycles, i.e. the order G'" is the disjoint union of tree-like orders, then the top-down algorithm works in O(n+mtc).
Proof. Since it is clear that VXEX, Vy, z~Succo,,(x), Succocc( y) n Succo=(z) = 0, we have I Succp(x) I = I SUCCG,,(X) I + 1 I SUCCCfC(Z) I z&xc,,,(x) and the result follows. 0
Proposition 3.7. If G is an acyclic digraph such that the external or internal degree in G,, of any vertex is bounded above by k, the top-down algorithm works in O(n+m").
Proof. (a) Assume that the external degree in G,, is bounded by k: VygX,
:ESUCC,,r($ z&ucc,Jy)
Thus, M(G)< k. mtc and the result follows.
(b) Concerning the internal degree, the result follows immediately from Proposition 3.5. 0
Corollary 3.8. If G is an acyclic digraph such that G'" is an order of bounded width, the top-down algorithm works in O(n+mtc).
Proof. Immediate since the width of an order is at least equal to the maximum internal or external degree of a vertex in its transitive reduction. 0
Remarks. We note that the same result cannot be obtained if G is an acyclic digraph with bounded height. Indeed, let H be the class of all the orders H, obtained by the series composition of three antichains of size n (see Fig. 2 
). On this class M(G)&(n3) and mtCEO(n2). So, the top-down algorithm is not linear in n + m".
Furthermore, Fig. 3 
shows a graph such that M(G)EO(n+m'") and M(G-)EO(~~), where G-is the dual graph of G obtained by reversing the direction of all arcs.
Theorem 3.9. If P is a partial order with bounded decomposition width, the top-down algorithm works in O(n + rnlC) zf the input is the canonical decomposition tree.
Proof. Let T(P) be the canonical decomposition tree of P. Let N = (X,, EN) be an internal node such that N = Q:,':;, a',p, with Pi = (Xi, Ei) and Q =(X,, E,), and assume Since, by definition of T(P), the ground sets of the Pi are pairwise disjoints, these operations are disjoint unions, and, so, the complexity of building SUCC~I~(X)EO( / Succ,,~~(x)I -/ SUCC,,:~(X))). Thus, the complexity of building the transitive closure of N is equal to the complexity of computing Q" plus 0( 1 X,1 + CxtXl (I SuccNl(x) I-I SUCC,~.(X)~)). Obviously, if N is a series or a parallel node, the computation of Q'" with the top-down algorithm is in 0(1X,1 + JE$l). On the other hand, if N is a prime node, as Q is of bounded width. using Corollary 3.8, the complexity is in 0( IX,/ + I E$l). So, the computation of N" can be done in O() XNJ + I EE(). The result follows immediately by induction. 0
When the transitive closure of the order is given, one can use the O(n2) algorithm of Muller and Spinrad [ 121 to obtain the canonical decomposition tree. However, as far as we know, it is still an open problem to find this decomposition tree in 0(n2) when the data is any graph between the transitive reduction and closure of the order.
Furthermore, it is possible to give an upper bound for the top-down algorithm as it is stated in Proposition 3.10. The proof of this proposition is immediate using the transformation of Fig. 4 . .
. , X,, E') such that M(G)< M(G') and E'" c EJtC.
In other words, the top-down algorithm has its worst cases on complete multipartite digraphs.
A more sophisticated use of top-down algorithm
In this section we are going to see that it is possible to use the top-down algorithm in a different way. The idea is to start from a class of acyclic digraphs in which the The edge ab is deleted from E,, and the edge ax is added to E,,. It should be noted that the recognition of strongly W-free graphs can be done in linear time (for more details, see [ 111) .
It is easy to deduce from Definition 3.11 that an acyclic digraph G =(X, E) is strongly W-free if and only if G,, does not contain any subgraph isomorphic to one of the graphs of Fig. 5 .
The following restriction will be done: the strongly W-free graph given as input is transitively reduced. So, we are just interested in the computation of its transitive closure. This approach comes from an idea implicitly contained in [9] , which is the following: if two vertices x and y of a graph G have the same direct successors set, we just have to compute once the union of the successors of the elements of
SUCCG,~(X)( = SuccG,,(y))
to have both SUCC~(X) and SUCC~~~( y) (see Fig. 6 ). This idea can be generalized by noticing that if SUCCG,,(X) c SUCCG,,(Y) then Succ&y)= u Succ&) u Succ&x) zEsUCCG,~(4')\sUCCC,~(X) > (see Fig. 7 ). As will be shown in the sequel, this remark will be very useful in the case of strongly W-free graphs. Let Gt,=(X, E,,) be the transitive reduction of a strongly W-free graph. We are going to transform G,, in a digraph G' = (X, E'). For this transformation, we need to consider an order P = (X, <P) = (X, EP) associated with G,, and satisfying the following conditions:
-SuccG,,(x)=SuccG,,(y) implies that x and y are comparable;
-8 # Succc,,( y) = Succc,,(x) * x < P y and P minimal for these conditions. The existence of such an order is immediate (in fact, any order minimal for the conditions can be obtained from any other minimal one just by permuting the vertices with the same successors set). We can remark that if P is an order minimal for the conditions then P,, does not contain any subgraph isomorphic to the graph of Fig. 8 .
We can now define G' in the following way: y~Succ~~(x) if and only if one of the two following conditions is satisfied: _ y~Succ~,,(x) and VZEX, (x fz and Succc,,(z) c Succc,Jx)) * y&Succc,,(z); _ YESUCCp,,W. This definition is illustrated on the example of Fig. 9 . We can immediately remark some conditions of the graph G' (where x IIcy means that x is incomparable with y in the order induced by Cl'). (iii) G' does not contain any subgraph isomorphic to the graph of Fig. 8 .
Condition (iv) of this proposition shows that it is possible to obtain G" by applying to the graph G' a slightly modified version of the top-down algorithm (that will be called modified top-down) for which the operation
of the algorithm is not done if xESuccpr,(ai). This modification, clearly, does not transform the complexity of the algorithm. Using Proposition 3.6 and condition (iii) of Proposition 3.12, we can say that the top-down algorithm can be used to compute the transitive closure G"" of G' in 0( I X I + I E"" 1) and, so, the modified top-down algorithm allows one to compute G'" from G' in O(IXI+IEtCI). So, we just have to show that the graph G' can be computed in 0 (IX I+ 1 E,, I) from G,,. To prove that, we are going to use an algorithm based on the following remarks:
-If the vertices of X are considered in the order x1,. . . , x, of growing external degree in G,,, then this order respects the inclusion order of successors sets in G,,.
In other words, i <j * (SUCCc,r(xi) n SuCCc,,(xj)= 8 or SUCC~,~(X~) c SuCCc,,(xj)). -If X does not contain any vertex with the same successors sets in G,, then, if xiEX, the vertex y such that xi~Succpt,(y) (the unicity of this vertex comes from the previous condition) is the vertex verifying y~Predc,,(Succ,,~(xi))\ {xi, . . . , Xi> and of external degree in G,, minimal for this condition. Therefore, the algorithm will work in the following way in order to compute two graphs Gi =(X, E,) and Gz =(X, E,) such that Gz =Ptr and G'= Gi u Gz:
-Initialize E, and EZ: El:=E,, and E,:=@. -Examine the vertices in the order x1, . . . , x, (if y = Xi then i is the index of y) and for each vertex xi such that there is no j < i such that SuCCc,,(xi) = SuCCc,,(xj) do: . delete in E, all the edges zy where yESUCCG,(Xi) and where z(#xJ~Pred~,(y); . order linearly all the vertices z of Pred,, (Succ,,(xJ) satisfying d&(z)=d&(xJ, with Xi as the greatest element; add in E2 all the covering edges of this total order; let u be the minimal element of the previous total order; . search among the vertices of PredG, (Succ,, (xi)) the vertex t (if it exists) satisfying the following conditions:
~ ddCr(t)> dGtr(xi) and d&(t) is minimum for these conditions; _ the index of t is minimum for these conditions;
. if there is such a vertex t, and the edge TV to El.
It is clear that, after the execution of this algorithm, G'= G1 u Gz. Let us now study it in more details in order to show its linearity.
Input: The transitive reduction of a strongly W-free acyclic digraph: G,, =(X, E,,). The vertices X are sorted by increasing external degree in G,,: x1, . . . , x, (obviously, this ordering can be obtained in linear time); we also have a mapping index defined by:
Output: The graph G' as defined previously.
Algorithm:
Begin i:= 1.
El :='I?,,; E2 := 8;
{Let us note G1 =(x, E,) and G2 =(x, E,)} while i < n do begin if xi is not marked and dzlr(xi)#O then begin {search among Predc, (SuccG,(,-ci) To be convinced of the linearity of the algorithm, we can first remark that each edge examined during the computation of a vertex Xi (this computation will be called step i)
will never be examined later. In other words, we can associate with each vertex xi the set of all edges examined during step i, and two such sets are necessarily disjoint.
Indeed, let us characterize edges examined during step i. These are only edges from a vertex of Predcl(SuccG,(xJ) to a vertex of Succ,,(xJ; but except the edges from xi to an element of SuCcGI(Xi), all these edges are deleted from Gi during step i and, thus, they cannot be examined once more. For the edges from xi to an element of Succ&J they could not be examined once more; indeed, the unique predecessor in G1 (changed by the edges removed) of an element of SUCC,~(XJ is the vertex Xi and this vertex will never be checked again. On the one hand, as during step i, an edge is examined three times, it is clear that at the end of the algorithm, the number of operations needed for the examination of the edges of E,, is linear in I&j. On the other hand, as it is clear that during each step the number of edges added to E2 is less than the number of edges examined, the algorithm is linear in IX\+ )E,,(. Now we can state the following theorem:
Theorem 3.13. Let G=(X, E) be a strongly W-free acyclic digraph: it is possible to compute G'C=(X, E'")fiom G1,=(X, E,,) in O(lXl+ EtcI).
Remark. As an N-free order is strongly W-free, the previous theorem generalizes the result of Ma and Spinrad [9] for N-free orders [9] .
A very natural question comes from this study: Is it possible to find a simple characterization of the class of acyclic digraphs for which the complexity of the top-down algorithm is linear? The examples of Figs. 2 and 3, which seem to represent 'worst cases', could suggest that the absence of complete bipartite graphs of sufficiently large size, as subgraphs in the transitive reduction of the graphs of the considered class, is a sufficient condition. us consider such a bipartite graph and let us 'put it' using a series operation 'under' a chain of p vertices (see Fig. 10 ). For the graph obtained, we have A4(G)EO(n5") with n=3p and, so, the algorithm is not linear on this class.
